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Mind Reader 
Scope is a wireless EEG brain scanner and brain 
research platform that will enable UCLA doctors to 
understand the brain on a new level.

Skeletal Skates 
What if we could empower a new generation of 
women through modernizing the roller derby skate to 
reflect its modern athletic status.

Future of Pregnancy 
Luv is a communication system that helps parents 
stay connected to their unborn baby in a future of 
artificial wombs

Epson Rebrand 
This explores a new reality for Epson as Color for 
Creatives, rather than just a printer & ink company.



Scope | Wireless EEG
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mind reader

This was a group project sponsored by VentureWell and UCLA 
CNSI doctors to design next level EEG brain scanner hardware 
and a brain research platform for their new EEG technology

Skills 

Physical Prototyping, 
UX Research, Strategy

Time 

14 Weeks 
2017

Team 

Noel Ekker - Product 
Pooja Nair - Interaction 
Diana Chong - Graphic

Role 

Physical Hardware Prototyping 
& UX Strategy: Solving for the 
hardware problem of total 
adjustability on the head





problem with 
tethered EEG
Current EEGs can only be used in the lab 
and tethered to a machine, making it difficult 
to research long term brain activity for 
seizures and stroke.



solutions for 
wireless EEG
A wireless EEG can be worn away from the lab. So 
we need to find solutions for a discreet EEG that: 

+ Can be worn in public 
+ Easy to put on and take off 
+ Adjusts to ensure electrodes make contact with 

scalp on different head shapes 



Understanding 
user pain points
We learned that EEG users need a 
socially acceptable wearable EEG 
that is easy to put on and take off.



Integrated into 
baseball cap? 

What if we map modules 
based on lobe placement?

What if we built a 
skeleton framework?

Choosing Key 
Sketches



Learning through Prototyping

We tested different tightening mechanisms 
to ensure electrode to skin contact 



Decisions through Prototyping

We chose to go with a band that goes 
around the head to secure EEG

We curved the bank to allow for 
more EEG placement

We decided on a skeletal framework with 
patches that ensure electrode contact



first refinement
Over-engineered?  
What if soft materials can create compression for electrode 
skin contact instead of complicated hardware mechanisms?



Experimental 
Ideation to Push
We broke our normal process and 
explore found objects to find 
creative solutions, leading us to 
find wig caps as the key solution 
to compression.







Final Model
We prototyped a final physical 
model for the client presentation



Our Team



Luv | Parent/baby communication system
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future of pregnancy

Luv is a communication system that helps parents stay 
connected to their unborn baby in a future of artificial wombs

Skills 

Future Casting, 
Solidworks, Rhino

Time 

6 Months 
2019

Type 

Personal Project

Special Thanks 

Thanks to Jeff Higashi, Jesus 
Galaz, and Candice Baumgardner

work in progress



luv your unborn baby
Parents receive this care package from the 
hospital to help them stay connected to their 
unborn baby in a future of artificial wombs



It will help extremely premature babies have a 
greater chance of survival by mimicking the womb.

artificial womb tech 
can revolutionize 
neonatal care



First this technology will be used to help premature babies survive and 
help mother who cannot conceive to have children of their own.  

As the technology normalizes, people may chose artificial wombs as a 
safer and more optimal way to have children.

imagine in 2050 that 
most babies are born 
outside of the mother



meet luv



moodboard



sketches



sketches



mockups



sketches



listen to baby 
send heartbeat 
touch baby







luv your unborn baby
Stay connected to your child and 
alleviate your anxiety. 



Packaging Rebrand
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epson

This is a packaging project that rebrands Epson for creatives.

Skills 

Packaging Design,  
Branding

Time 

14 Weeks 
2018

Type 

Packaging

Special Thanks 

Ania Borysiewicz



How might we better reflect the 
premium value of Epson products 

through branding?

Rebrand Epson



Packaging doesn’t reflect quality
Epson is known for it’s printers and inks, but it has seemingly low-
cost packaging that doesn’t reflect its premium quality prints. 



Epson is a Color Company
It’s not just a printer and ink company. Through embracing 
color precision, Epson can tap into the perfectionist 
idiosyncrasies of the obsessive creative



It’s for the Obsessive Creative
Epson is for the people who can’t help but obsessively kern 
their type. It’s for those that agonize over each Bezier curve 
or surface change, just looking to reach aesthetic perfection. 



Cleaning kit  
for a perfectionist creative

Paper Packaging 
to showcase creative work

Metallic Ink 
to illuminate creatives prints

I created 3 different product 
strategy concepts to spark 
obsession with creatives

3 Concepts



Care for your printers
With the introduction of a cleaning syringe and solution, 
creatives can feel compelled to care for their printers 
the way car enthusiasts lovingly maintain their cars, 
rather than banging up their printer out of frustration. 



Paper Packaging as Canvas
With the introduction of a cleaning syringe and solution, 
creatives can feel compelled to care for their printers 
the way car enthusiasts lovingly maintain their cars, 
rather than banging up their printer out of frustration. 



Introducing Metallic Inks
Metallic inks for inkjet printers can be introduced to 
generate excitement with creatives, and is possible as 
they are already produced with Epson Surecolor printers. 



Ideating Forms
Creating exciting moments for 
creatives opening ink packaging



Making Process
Bringing it to life



Roller Derby Skate
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skeletal skates

This project redesigns the derby skate for Gotham Girls Roller Derby, 
based off of ethnographic research and insights from athletes. 

Imagine if we can empower a new generation of women through 
modernizing the derby skate to reflect its professional athletic status.

Skills 

Ethnographic User 
Research, Mechanisms, 
Branding

Time 

14 Weeks 
2018

Type 

Soft Goods

Special Thanks 

Thanks to Kevin Beard and 
Kimberly Marte

































Skeletal Truss 
Structures
Truss structures aligning to the 
center strengthen the plate to 
reduce breakage



Lighter Plate
Skate plate is lowered to the 
ground and provides better 
center of gravity. 





Final Presentation



Other Work
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other projects

See more projects at triciasada.com

http://triciasada.com
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experience


